Our mission
Covenant Academy exists to serve Christ and His Kingdom,
by sharing the gospel and partnering with parents to train students
by way of Scripture and the classical liberal arts.

Covenant Family,
Thanks for your continued support and patience as we transition to a new format of instruction for the
time being. Like you, we wish we could be on campus seeing one another and teaching in the classroom
but God has called us to this and we are committed to being All in and Leaning In to this circumstance.
Nothing can replace what we're missing, but we count it all joy to serve the Lord and you as we partner
in this uncharted journey together! A few things to consider as we move forward. I'm saying these
briefly now but will follow with more detailed communication as soon as possible:
1. Students are not physically capable of sitting in front of a screen to learn all day. Covenant
students will experience face to face instruction via Zoom. Zoom Instruction will be scheduled
for brief interfacing with teachers along with assigned independent work to be completed
between face to face sessions. This will be based on their independence level and the nature of
the instruction needed. Grammar School students will need technology support during their
Zoom sessions.
2. We will use Ren Web's Learning Management System as a portal for all class assignments,
directions, uploads and downloads. You already have an account; email addresses are already
set up. The only learning curve for all of us is using the LMS capability within Ren Web.
3. All instruction will require parent partnership. Students will need technology support, structure,
guidance, and help as they adjust to this new learning adventure.
4. We will be providing detailed written instructions regarding Online Instruction via email as soon
as possible.
5. We will provide Parent Orientation to Online Instruction through our Patriot Podcast. We hope
to release this by Saturday.
6. We will provide Parent Orientation to Ren Web's Learning Management System through our
Patriot Podcast as well. We hope to release this by Saturday.
7. We are asking all families to read and help students follow the Zoom Etiquette below. We
learned them from our friends at Classical Academic Press who hosted a zoom training for
hundreds of CCE schools yesterday! We're blessed to have a very large classical Christian
community of teachers and thankful for God's provision.
We will begin online instruction on Monday, March 23 and plan to start slowly as we adjust. Thanks for
your grace in this process!
Leaning In with you,
Leslie Collins
Head of School
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